Rescue Research And
Training Charity Trust
Youth Ethical Issues And Their Impact On Society

Cyber Ethics Free Seminars

Rescue employs statisticians to survey about 2000 male youths every year
concerning their internet porn watching activity and sexual habits. They have
discovered many shocking facts.

Youth Dangerous Sexual Habits
75% of students watch an average of 7 hours of sex videos per week starting
from year 9. This is leading to 28% students engaging in sex before marriage, 10%
of female youths having abortions, and 17% of male students using prostitutes.
Such lifestyles: enhance the chances of contracting HIV and other STDs ;decrease
the chance of stable marriages with security for children; lead to devastated,
broken relationships and increased social problems such as abuse, domestic
violence, suicide and crime.

Police Raids and Changing
The Syllabus
Rescue works with Police
Commissioners and Superintendents to
conduct raids on download centers and
cyber cafés who sell porn to high school
boys. Rescue campaigns to government to
block violent porn from the internet and after
showing their shocking survey results to the
educational authorities work with them to develop new school and college syllabus
which address these issues.

Watching Rape
On-Mass
33% of PUC and
degree age boys watch an
average of 20 rapes a week on
their mobiles and digital
devices! Pornography, like
drugs, is a progressive habit:
early levels of stimulation are
quickly lost unless viewers
progress to more perverted or
violent forms. Watching
violent porn is epidemic,
more addictive than hard
drugs and a menace to
Marriages and children. It is fueling the increase of the terrible plague of rape in

this nation. 56 million rapes are viewed every day in India on the internet by this
age group of boys! How can we allow our children to enjoy watching rape on mass?

Reaching Tens of Thousands of Students
Rescue conducts free awareness programs against pornography,
promiscuity and AIDS to 50,000 students in 200 colleges per year. We estimate that
about 1/3 of them stop watching porn and install porn blocking software after our
program, regularly commenting that no one before had warned of the terrible
consequences of porn addiction. 2 million unmarried college girls have abortion
every year in India (source All India Institute of Medical Science). When we display
images showing the humanity of a fetus and the horror of how it is poisoned or
ripped to pieces in the womb, the youths decide on mass that abortion is not an
acceptable option, so girls determine to abstain from sexual activities until they are
married. In our programs we cover half of the topics outlined in the UN's
millennium goals.

Lakhs of High School Girls Abducted to be Sex Slaves
According to our surveys 40% of college boys watch child porn and 20% of
all the porn accessed is child porn; most of which is videos of high school girls being
raped! This huge demand for such videos is the primary reason for the explosion of
the capturing and trafficking of young girls into the sex trade. CBI stated that
200,000 high school girls are now being horrifically abducted, tortured, raped,
drugged and forced into vile child prostitution across India each year: the fruit of
child porn.

Media Campaigns
On average 40 articles appear in state papers
each year, reporting Rescue's survey results, as
well as a multitude of articles in local papers.
We have been featured in 9 live TV programs, do
countless TV news interviews and multiple press
meetings concerning these issues, sowing seeds
of the need for social transformation and
decisive action with this campaign reaching
millions of people across India.

Disaster Response
Rescue conducts an annual training camp to train youths who want to get
involved in these activities, raises up student teams in colleges, plans marches with
other NGOs, trains other NGOs on these issues.We began through involving in the
2005 Tsunami relief response and are committed to disaster response in India.
Rescue was registered in 2011 and is based in Mysore but sends teams all over
India. For our camps and for this relief we have made 13 tents which can
accommodate a relief camp with capacity for 100 survivors, mini mobile nursing
home, and 100-seater meeting tent.

Rescue would like to have the opportunity to
conduct a free awareness program in your
institution on these issues
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